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Yale Invests This Way. Should You?
Yale University’s endowment has earned spectacular returns in hedge funds, private equity and other ”alternative assets.” 
Investors hoping to mimic the  school need to understand what has made it successful.
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Over David Swensen’s 35-year tenure,
Yale’s endowment gained an average
of 13.1% annually.
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When stocks and bonds and real estate all stink, maybe it’s time to try something different.

You probably lost at least 15% on your stocks, and nearly as much on your bonds, last year.

Publicly traded real estate fell nearly 25%. So far this year, bonds are flat, and stocks and

real estate are barely in the black.

So your financial adviser may be urging you to consider alternatives: pretty much anything

but cash, bonds and stocks. Alternatives include commodities, digital currencies, hedge

funds, infrastructure, private debt and equity, nontraded real estate, venture capital and

other investment pools.

Many of these underlying assets trade seldom if

at all. But once bundled into mutual funds,

exchange-traded funds or other baskets, they

become “liquid alternatives” that do trade. 

That “liquidity,” though, is far from perfect. So

whether you should invest depends less on

what else you own than on who you are.

Even so, pension funds, universities and foundations have poured a multitrillion-dollar

tidal wave into nontraded assets.

In 2001, public pension plans held an average of only 9% in assets other than stocks, bonds 
and cash, according to data from the Boston College Center for Retirement Research. By 
2021, these plans had put 29% of their $5 trillion of total assets into alternatives. 

Universities and other big institutions joined the stampede. 

They all wanted to “be like Yale.”

That’s because Yale University’s endowment, run by the brilliant David Swensen, earned 
spectacular returns in hedge funds, private equity, venture capital and other private 
holdings. 

Mr. Swensen died in 2021. Over his 35-year tenure, Yale’s endowment gained an average of 
13.1% annually. That crushed the 8.8% average annual return of a conventional portfolio of 
60% stocks and 40% bonds—and even the S&P 500 itself.

In his book “Pioneering Portfolio Management,” Mr. Swensen argued that private assets 
were riskier and less liquid than stocks and bonds—and, therefore, should earn higher 
returns. 

But it takes extraordinary experience and expertise to identify alternative funds likely to 
outperform. Mr. Swensen’s analysts were so good that many ended up running other giant 
endowments.

Meanwhile, so much money gushed into

alternatives that their returns converged with

those of public markets, investing consultant

Richard Ennis has shown. Many institutions,

including Yale itself and its arch-rival Harvard

University, suffered gargantuan losses on

private assets during the 2008-09 financial

crisis.

And most Yale wannabes lack its size and skills. 

Data from the National Association of College

and University Business Officers show that

institutions with less than $1 billion in assets

tend to underperform giants like Yale by an

average of one to 3 percentage points annually.

None of this means you can’t invest like Yale.

You can, if—but only if—you are like Yale.

In a recent essay, Laurence Siegel, director of research at the CFA Institute Research 
Foundation, an investment think tank, explained the five key advantages you must share 
with Mr. Swensen and his university to qualify for investing in alternatives.

Expertise. Yale’s large, highly trained investment staff specializes in private assets. 

Do your advisers have long, deep expertise in analyzing alternative funds, including their 
fees, managers and methods of valuing private assets? 

Time. Yale was founded in 1701 and expects to be perpetual—giving it the luxury of waiting 
many years for illiquid investments to pay off. 

Can you hold nontradable assets for at least a decade?

Risk tolerance. With its almost infinite time horizon and vast pool of assets, Yale can afford 
hundreds of millions of dollars in interim—or even permanent—losses on its private funds.

Can you stomach punishing losses?

New money. Yale doesn’t depend on investments for most of its income. Tuition, donations 
and grants also help fund its needs, and it can cut spending if the portfolio underperforms. 
Yale can pump new money into assets that get cheaper in down markets, potentially 

bolstering future returns.

Do you have large sources of income independent of your portfolio?

Size. Yale’s endowment exceeds $40 billion. It gets privileged access and fee discounts 
from the world’s best private-fund managers. Yale can diversify across not merely several 
private funds, but a huge collection. Above all, its size helps buffer market turmoil.

If you’re “high-net-worth,” with assets of $1 million or more, you’re probably considering—

or being pushed to consider—alternatives. You should have a lot more money than that, 

says Mr. Siegel. 

“People who think they’re rich, but aren’t, are endangering their retirement by gambling in 

the alternative-asset market,” he says. 

Because valuations and liquidity can shrivel without warning, you shouldn’t invest more than 
a pittance in alternatives, says Mr. Siegel, unless you have at least $10 million in net worth.

If you possess all five of these attributes, alternatives might well be appropriate for you. 

Fewer than five? Forget about it.

Private assets worked so well for Mr. Swensen “because he was David Swensen, and he 
was at Yale,” says Mr. Siegel. “You’re not David Swensen, and almost nobody’s Yale.”

Write to Jason Zweig at intelligentinvestor@wsj.com

As Warren Buffett wrote in his latest annual letter 

to shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., investors should “avoid behavior that could 
result in any uncomfortable cash needs at inconvenient times, including financial panics.”

Alternatives often create such “uncomfortable cash needs” at extremely inconvenient times. 
Valuations are set privately, and you might not be able to get all your money out when you 
need it, as the recent freezing of some withdrawals at Blackstone Real Estate Income Trust 
Inc., or Breit, demonstrated. Some such funds, particularly private equity, may require you to 
put up additional cash to maintain your ownership position. And fees are far higher for most 

alternatives than in public markets.
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